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Addendum to Petition PE 1196 
 When preparing this petition I was surprised to meet strong opposition to the 
docking of dogs from the Scottish Animal Health and Welfare Department, whose 
principal spokesman finally wrote; ‘We will have to agree to differ.’ Since he is a Civil 
Servant I had thought he was supposed merely to advise and not to hold opinions, let 
alone voice them vociferously. As MSPs with no knowledge of the matter must be 
advised by someone it would appear this Act could to some extent be a result of the tail 
wagging the dog, however it is with the results of the Act we must now deal: 
 1. Since this petition was prepared many of the results are now apparent, some as 
expected and some unforeseen.  Vets have seen a considerable increase in the number of 
damaged tails requiring to be docked amongst undocked breeds, but with a majority 
amongst the non-working breeds. One reason for this may be because many working non-
pedigree spaniels and terriers have been docked illegally by their owners and sold on the 
understanding that when approached as to where the animal was docked the answer  was 
‘It was bought from a man in a pub,’ which is difficult to disprove.  
 2, The number of Scottish pedigree working dogs bred has, as expected, been 
much reduced but many, from as far as the Highlands and Islands, have been sent over 
the border to be docked legally at considerable expense. The financial loss to the Scottish 
Exchequer has clearly been considerable but at this early stage is difficult to calculate. 
The long term loss in blood lines and breeding has yet to come unless the Act is repealed. 
 3. Another undesirable result of the Act was the decision forced on the Kennel 
Club to differentiate between docked working dogs and undocked show dogs thus 
causing a highly undesirable split between working and non-working types within the 
breeds, something all breeders have tried for years to avoid. As a result financial loss has 
been incurred by breeders who have been unable to enter docked working dogs in shows,  
Some shows have lost more than half their normal entries thus incurring considerable 
financial losses. The adverse effects of this Act do not affect only Scots.  
 4. It is now up to the veterinary profession to come forward with the figures 
regarding the number of dogs, whether working or non-working, which are being brought 
in to them as adult dogs requiring a necessary but extremely painful operation to have 
their tails docked. There has undoubtedly been a considerable increase in the number of 
dogs with damaged tails requiring to be docked and it is time this misguided Act was 
repealed to avoid further unnecessary suffering to the animals it is intended to protect.  
 5. Here I can speak from personal experience. I have a bitch bred four years ago 
and docked then by a vet who despite my protests docked the tail too long. Recent x-rays 
revealed the tail was damaged and he voluntarily suggested removing the last two joints. 
Having seen the trauma involved in this I am extremely reluctant to agree. The operation 
in an adult dog is not something to incur lightly. I am inclined however to think much of 
the damage was caused not by working in cover but by repeatedly wagging her tail 
against table and chair legs or doorposts and similar obstacles about the house.  
 Let MSPs just consider the pain caused by waving a finger rapidly between two 
iron bars set a few inches apart and imagine the pain a dog must suffer with a long tail 
wagging rapidly against hard objects. Once damaged, surgery is unfortunately almost the 
only solution.  It is time this ill-conceived Act was repealed. It is not yet too late to do so. 


